The Unknown

Eyes trail buoyant beautiful blue waves passing by.

What lurks below gloomy murky surfaces?

Deep dark depths hide life... prying at human minds.

Terrifying fish hold demeanor to ghastly monsters.

A siren perched peacefully on horizons- watching the sun perish into polished skies.

Earth dances gracefully; an everlasting spin.

But, out in space, light years away, do others linger?

Infinite stars, planets, possibilities are unlimited.

Different dimensions- another form of life, unknown...

Calling to humans for understanding.

Trees shivering as winds blow by.

Flowers swaying like boats in sparkling shallows.

What is under our rock and Earthy grounds?

Magma boils like hot water on a burning stove.

A raging core of mystery...

We sit on top, we lay under, we roam, the unknown...